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New York Branch of Alumni Association at Second Annual Dinner Dance

New York Branch of Alumni Association at Second Annual Dinner Dance

BASKETBALL LETTERS ARE GIVEN OUT

MANAGEMENTS DEFINED

FRESHMAN AWARD

J. R. Roberts, '23, who was chosen for the"Miss Basketball" honor, has been

Resident Manager—Dean Hewitt, '93, of the New Hampshire staff at the dinner,

President—Eleanor Sawtelle, '22.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS HELD

Presidency Goes to Eleanor Sawtelle, '22

PLAN TO EXPAND FIELD

Many College Girls Camp on Y. W. C. A. Campground—Will Be "Weekly," To Cooperate with the Associations

The elections for next year in the Y. W. C. A. Girls' Camp on the grounds of the New Hampshire College for Women, will be held on April 1st. The candidates for the various offices will be announced by the Executive Committee.

MEMORIAL FIELD MEETS WITH UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS

Funds Desired for Financing Memorial Project Are Overdrawn

"T" BALL BELL ANNOUNCES VICTORIOUS CLOSE

Trump, "T" ball, and sponsor of the

(Continued on Page Four.)
UNDERSMAN'S MAN'S (April 16, 1899)

Almost every other observer has been noticing, running a closer study of candidatures of the students, men of whom many of those who are taking charge of the athletic teams.

Arthur M. Ester H. Hunt, '21, W. P. Rector, Episcopal Church, Hanover, N. H., '22, Asst. News Editor, and F. A. Getchell, '22, Asst. Circ. Mgr., have been working with the Executive Committee, attempting to out-man the student athletic associations.

They have been at the junior class.

They have also been at the junior class. The junior class.

There is no possibility of movement in the junior class. The junior class.

The following are the senior candidates.
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The same factors which have made the De Laval Separator famous are back of the De Laval MILKER.

Just as the De Laval Cream Separator established new and higher standards of efficiency and construction, so the De Laval Milker establishes higher standards of efficiency and performance.

It is strong, simple, in operation and easy to maintain. Its easily accessible, legible and clearly printed exams are a joy to read.

The new edition which has made the De Laval Milker so efficient and simple to maintain is the result of many years of study and experience.

The De Laval Milker is the only milking machine that is thoroughly tested and perfected before it leaves the factory.

It is made to last, and when properly used, it will last for many years.

De Laval Separators are in daily use throughout the United States and Canada.

De Laval Milkers are in daily use throughout the United States and Canada.
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T. W. SCHOONMAKER
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and look them over

also Supper Specials
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traveling from sofia to bucharest.
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to and practice.
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the ground
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Certificates and also awarded the Thomas F. Heitzel, President, the

AGENTS FOR

THOMAS E. WILSON & CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

ATHLETIC GOODS - SHIRTS - SWEATERS

EAT BRACKETT-McCArthy Co. AT THE IDEAL RESTAURANT

try our special noon day meals. The best in durham.

also supper specials at night.

Arrangements made for special parties in private rooms.

our Sweaters are the best on the market.

The false guarantees at special prices to students at New Hampshire State College.

Call in and see them any time, or speak to "sneaker" Neville. He will take your order.

The Baseball Season is here. You will need a Glove, Shoes, etc. and you can get them at Brackett and McCarthy's at the special prices.

Also Bats, Tennis Balls, Racquets, Golf Supplies, Outing and Sport Coats, everything in the athletic line.

We can make you a special Deal on Shirts, come in and look them over anytime.
Easter Showing of Necker, Shirts, Hosery, Soft Collars.
Initial Buckle Belts, Hats and Caps.

Spofford-Allis Co.  
Reliable One Price Clothiers

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Storeroom Closed Wednesday Afternoons, Clerks' Half Holiday.

OF COURSE YOU ARE GOING TO TAKE YOUR GIRL TO THE  
R. O. T. C. HOP
APRIL 9, 1921
AT THE "BIG GYM"

Largest, Jazziest, Orchestra ever in Durham

BUY THAT TICKET TODAY

Helff, '21, goes on to Chicago

To Continue Course at Western University

PRONOMIN ON CAMPUS

Former Managing Editor of "Profile" to Graduate in June; Connected with Many Student Activities at New Hampshire College

Otto M. Helff, '21, of Korea, N. H., will enroll this fall at Western University, Miss Helff is the daughter of Professor Otto M. Helff, the noted authority on Korean studies.

MARCH 16, 1921.
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